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Abstract: Although contests are theoretically recognized as a highly effective method of
motivation when resources are limited, recent studies (Carpenter, Matthews and Schirm, 2010;
Buser and Dreber, 2016) suggest that the competitive nature of contests may induce negative
behavioral externalities in other domains. Using a laboratory experiment of real effort contests
with treatments varying by prize structure, we test the effect of different types of contests and their
outcomes on pro-social behavior in classic games. Within-person effects of the contest on
behavior in the prisoner’s dilemma, trust game and public goods game are assessed. Across
subjects, we examine the relative impacts of standard all-pay auction contests, Tullock contests
with probabilistic winning, proportional prizes and piece rate payment with social comparison.
While pro-sociality generally decreases after a competition, it decreases most significantly in the
proportional contest and piece rate with social comparison settings, driven mostly by greater anti-
social action taken in the prisoner’s dilemma and trust games. Our study has managerial
consequences for the structure incentives in the workplace when a combination of competition and
cooperation is needed among workers.
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